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Why has women’s contribution to Australian public life been so neglected and largely treated as something other than leadership? Why are we seeing the flowering of attention to women leaders at the moment? What new things about leadership can we learn from women leaders and scholars? How do we bring a feminist lens to leadership to ensure we are not judging women against unproblematised male norms? In this chapter, I seek to address these questions and de-mystify some less helpful ideas or myths about leadership. Believe me, there are a lot of them.

I begin by looking at the construct of leadership itself, its history and recent popularity. I do so both with an academic overview and via an account of my own journey around the term ‘leadership’. I provide an overview of approaches to women and leadership, including ‘add women and stir’; exploring and validating women’s ways of leading; and third, challenging and
re-making the construct of leadership itself. It is adapted from the aspiration that Bella Azbug made about power: that ‘leadership will not change the nature of women, but women will change the nature of leadership’. Alongside efforts to have women recognised as leaders, we need to use our findings to interrogate and contest received wisdom about leadership. We need to pay close attention to how leadership impacts on and reflects power and oppression. In this chapter I draw on feminist and other scholarship to show how women are remaking and might continue to re-make leadership.

**Defining leadership**

Defining leadership is no simple undertaking. Many pages of many textbooks have been devoted to settling on one ‘final’ definition. Despite these efforts, controversy remains. There are multiple definitions, and the ones we decide on are rarely those that are in use.

Most theorists recognise leadership is not a position or a person but a process of influence. According to one definition, leadership is ‘a social influence process through which emergent coordination (i.e. evolving social order) and change (i.e. new values, attitudes, approaches, behaviours, ideologies, etc.) are constructed and produced’. Leadership therefore can be exercised by individuals located in the middle or at the bottom of organisations, by people without formal authority, as much as by CEOs or prime ministers. In contrast to understandings of management, which focus on the ongoing controlling of resources and tasks, leadership is generally thought to include an interest in change: on challenging the status quo or envisioning a new way forward. As Eva Cox puts her view of it: ‘the essence of leadership is making up your own mind and then being able to take other people with you.’

An understanding of leadership as a set of practices, as distributed across a group and collectively achieved is a relatively recent view. As will be shown in the historical section below, there has been a ‘long history in institutional thought and practice of considering leadership as an individual property’. Further, when you ask people about leadership, they often think of politicians, CEOs, the heads of organisations. More worryingly, and as I describe in my book, they think that a performance of leadership is a heroic one: a performance of tough, out front decisiveness or ‘greatness’. And ‘greatness’ is an adjective that is almost always applied to men.

How societies and groups define leadership depends on their history, cultural myths and ideologies. As Aboriginal leader Lillian Holt said to me,
‘leadership is a white male idea’. Centrally for this project, leadership has, in most cultures including Australia, been defined as something that men do. A performance of leadership and masculinity are intertwined. Further, when women emulate male behaviours (even when they appear to do so successfully), they are not judged as leaders but as ‘trying too hard to be one of the boys’.

This creates and has created profound problems for leading women in Australia. Even highly visible and effective women in public life have often not had the term ‘leader’ bestowed on them. To further complicate matters and as amply demonstrated in the research for the conference that inspired this collection, many women are sceptical about the term leadership. They don’t want to be labelled a leader because of what it connotes for them; that is, the out-front, tough and stoic male hero. In her work on educational leadership Jill Blackmore notes that leadership is both ‘the problem’ and ‘the solution’. We can’t ignore the idea of leadership because it is the way of power and legitimacy. At the same time, it is no solution for women to just accept leadership as an unproblematic good and try to measure up to it.

There is, then, a tension between how most texts suggest we should understand leadership and popular and enduring notions of what leadership looks like. It is a paradox that Joyce Fletcher explores powerfully on her essay on ‘post-heroic leadership’. Although most of us know that the arguments are in favour of a different model, heroic individualistic leadership is remarkably resilient. Fletcher observes: ‘While the rhetoric about leadership has changed at the macro level, the everyday narrative about leadership and leadership practices – the stories that people tell about leadership, the mythical legends that get passed on as exemplars of leadership behaviour – remain stuck in old images of heroic individualism.’ Further, she warns against a token acknowledgement of the value of collaborative processes that fail to properly grapple with the gender and power dynamics at stake in the enactment of heroic versus post-heroic leadership.

How leadership is defined and understood is the result of power, not truth uncovering. Any efforts to define leadership do not mark a solid and enduring line in the sand. Rather, they should be understood as efforts in asserting discursive power. There is good and bad news in this for women’s leadership. The bad news is that definitions and discourses of leadership have been remarkably impervious to the efforts and accomplishments of women. A great deal of women’s leadership simply has not registered in the canons of leadership knowledge. The good news is that discourses are always open to challenge and contestation. It is precisely by processes such as this
conference, that discursive dominance with only male voices and male experience being heard, gets undermined and perhaps overturned.

**My own journey around leadership**

I want to begin this brief history of leadership with an account of my own interest in the topic. I want to do so at least partially because I think it helps answer a question a number of people have put about our research project. Why are we talking about women and leadership now?

I have been observing and researching women and men in leadership for close to thirty years, beginning in the 1980s after my PhD, when I was commissioned to do some research on women councillors in local government – or, more specifically, on why there were so few. For many years my interest was in women first and leadership only tangentially.

As I conducted more and more research into women’s experiences and especially of their exclusion (and I use that word rather than the more benign ‘absence’) from formal leadership, I realised that I was focusing on the wrong thing. In order to understand why women were so effectively excluded from leadership, we needed to understand men and the construction of masculine leadership cultures. To foster change and promote women’s interests we needed to turn our attention from women to the powerful forces keeping in place the status quo, the forces of hegemonic masculinity which perpetuate a white male elite.⁹

Of course just naming this, I realised was a radical and confronting act. It is far more comfortable to keep everybody focused on ‘the other’, the problem, the women. Talking about masculinity with mixed corporate groups drew gasps. Teaching about masculinities to MBAs was often unpopular, as I documented in a journal article I only half-jokingly called ‘Teaching Managers about Masculinities: Are you Kidding?’¹¹

At the same time, I also found that annexing the language and discourses of leadership gained more attention than I’d had when I was speaking about women or diversity. I had direct experience that the discourse of leadership is a powerful and privileged one. People take notice of what you are saying. Everyone, it seems wants to know more about leadership and many want to know more about how to be a better leader.
But many of us – including the best leadership scholars – wince when yet another university, school or corporate report extols the need for leadership in the most banal terms. Alongside our interest in leadership, we need to ask why it has become such a prevalent discourse. What does it leave out of analyses? How does it re-frame and limit our understanding of what is really going on in exchanges between those with power and those without?

A turning point for me personally was the realisation that instead of just feeling marginalised and dejected by these norms, I could name them and speak out about their impacts. As I did so, it became very evident that the experiences I was describing were not just a matter of my personal failings; they were institutionalised. Processes of naming, critiquing and challenging may have looked very different to conventional notions of leading, but I had direct evidence that they often functioned as forms of leadership themselves: supporting others to act differently and freeing them to find new ways of influencing.

A brief history of leadership

In his review of the history of leadership thinking, scholar Keith Grint traces modern leadership studies to Thomas Carlyle, Rector of Edinburgh University in 1866. In this construction ‘leadership was irredeemably masculine, heroic, individualist and normative in orientation and nature’. Historically, notions of leadership have derived from studies of all-male hierarchical environments in societies. These include monastic communities and the military. An alarming amount of common wisdom about leadership derives directly from the military. Grint notes our increasing preoccupation with all things rational and our love of the Mission-Command doctrine of decentralised operational leadership (practised by the German army since at least as early as the nineteenth century). When some colleagues and I did some research exploring leadership, one of the key themes was the idea of leadership as combat. Then and now, you will find discussions of leadership peppered with phrases like ‘rallying the troops’ and ‘taking no prisoners’. Grint observes, ‘we seem to have gone forward to the past’ in thrall to inspirational individuals.

From about the mid twentieth century, American capitalism embraced leadership, turning it into a moral concept that advanced the interests of business and imbued leaders like the head of IBM, James Watson, as heroes doing God’s work. This sat alongside the American military who have long self-identified as America’s training ground for leaders. In the last decades the American-dominated leadership industry (an elite conglomeration of business
and academics) have looked to the lessons of leadership to retrieve control and dominance. Thus leadership scholar Barbara Kellerman observes, the ‘contemporary leadership field is an American product, planted in American soil and harvested by American scholars, educators and consultants’. Views of leadership have taken on aspects of American national character, such as individualism, self-reliance, competitivism and assertiveness, and these assumptions find their way into leadership theory, development and training.

Despite these strong themes of military discipline, self-reliance and stoicism in the construction of leadership, more recently there has been a return to a focus on transformational or charismatic leadership. Here the emphasis is on the power of the leader to inspire followers through their personal qualities and individualised consideration. In earlier research, I noted a related discourse informing understandings of leadership. The words ‘seduction’ and ‘leadership’ have common origins with the Latin root of seduction, seducere, meaning ‘lead’ or ‘to lead astray’. In the fifteenth century, seduce had a masculine application, meaning the process whereby men (leaders) seduced other men from their earlier allegiance or loyalty. By the sixteenth century, seduction was being applied to women, specifically meaning to induce a woman to surrender her chastity. While seduction is something that has become associated with private sexual relations and seductive is a term usually applied to women, these roots remind us that leadership has always been understood as involving processes where followers (including men) are ‘swept of their feet’ by a male leader’s charisma and persuasiveness. The most notorious example of this usage was Mussolini who was known as Il Duce.

Organisational scholars Marta Calas and Linda Smircich have pursued the connection between leadership writing and seduction, deconstructing sections of texts from four leadership ‘gurus’ whose work spans more than fifty years (Barnard, McGregor, Mintzberg and Peters and Waterman). They suggest that ‘leadership feeds on the denial of consummation while constantly playing on the edges of transgression. Rather than suppressing desire … leadership works because it embodies desire, while covering its traces with the sign of truth’. Calas and Smircich show how each of the four texts accomplish seduction in historically contextualised ways, meanwhile often presenting themselves as new and urgent knowledge about leadership. For example, Barnard takes the high moral ground imbuing leaders with a father-confessor aura of superiority deserving of reverence, while McGregor’s text appeases ‘the ambivalence felt by those in dominant positions – American corporate bosses and American heterosexual males – when the winds of equality (blow)
too close for comfort’. As critical organisational researcher Barbara Czarniawska reminds us, motifs like leadership do not stand outside history.

This is important to those of us with an interest in women’s leadership because we can notice how leadership has been remarkably adaptive. As soon as a powerful critique begins to be mobilised about traditional or elitist views of leadership, we see emerging a new emphasis on ‘collaborative’ ‘empowered’, ‘democratic’ or ‘participatory’ ‘relational’ or even ‘post feminist’ leadership. We may be tempted to sigh with relief at this point and say ‘Oh they’ve finally got it’. Mostly ‘they’ haven’t. Many of these manoeuvres are about providing a veneer of doing leadership differently, of looking more enlightened but without any systematic analysis of power, who has it and how it gets reproduced. An example is an international list that a UK colleague forwarded to me. It asked eminent world scholars to nominate their ‘best book on leadership’. Of the twenty listed – all with enormously encouraging titles titling at devolution and empowerment – nineteen were by men and almost all of these were American or English white males.

**A brief history of women and leadership**

An interest in women and leadership gained momentum through the late 1970s and 1980s alongside the rise of second wave feminism, widespread attention and agitation concerning equal rights and affirmative action legislation. Australian and Australian-based feminist scholars were in the vanguard of theorising a feminist perspective on bureaucracy, including issues of discrimination and difference, masculine bias and advantage.

It was also during this period that leadership, as an idea, was particularly taken up by business schools, management theorists and social psychologists. Whereas in the past leadership had the domain of political scientists, historians, philosophers and military theorists, from around the 1980s much of the research and writing about leadership from the 1980s onwards comes from this business-oriented and psychological perspective.

Women managers and the challenges they faced entering the ‘foreign country’ of male management was the focus of early research. Some of this literature on ‘women in management’ was ‘business oriented, American in origin and in cultural assumptions, often unduly optimistic about the immediate possibilities for change’. A psychological preoccupation became common. Studies focused on the qualities women needed in management, and whether there were enduring sex differences that meant that women and men led and
managed differently. The ‘sex differences’ approach to studying women-in-management has generated considerable and ongoing research from the late 1970s. Meta-studies have concluded there was little difference due to sex in achievement motivation, risk taking, task persistence and other significant managerial skills.28

On the other hand, pioneering scholars argued that the focus should be taken off women and their individual characteristics in favour of providing a more systemic view of the gendered power relations in organisations and society, which are often aimed at keeping women in subordinate roles and largely responsible for families and children. Judi Marshall’s important book, Women Managers: Travellers in a Male World documented that it is not women’s characteristics that require analysis, but the overt and more subtle ways women are excluded.29 In another path-breaking contribution, Men and Women of the Corporation, Rosabeth Moss Kanter argued that it was not sex that determined what was happening to women managers but exclusion from power and the effects of being a token.

By the late 1980s and early 1990s there emerged a new interest specifically focused on women and leadership. Again, much of the early work came from American business-oriented researchers. Judy Rosener, writing in Harvard Business Review in 1990, argued that there was now a ‘second wave’ of women leaders who no longer had to mimic the ‘command and control’ male model of organisational leadership. Further, she maintained, they are ‘succeeding because of – not in spite of – certain characteristics generally considered to be “feminine” and inappropriate in leaders’.30 Drawing on a 1989 survey of members of the International Women’s Forum, Rosener makes the case that these women are ‘transformational’ or distinctly ‘interactive’ in their leadership, that they demonstrate a commitment to making their interactions with subordinates positive for everyone. ‘More specifically, the women encourage participation, share power and information, enhance other people’s self-worth, and get others excited about their work.’31 This form of leadership is highly effective, she argues, even advantageous, and organisations should be open to it and to expanding their definitions of effective leadership.

Rosener’s argument – that women lead differently from men – predictably elicited controversy. While she made it clear that she felt these differences were due to socialisation and career paths, not innate sex differences, other researchers have explored some of the consequences of identifying a female style of leading. One outcome is that research and writing that deplores the effects of stereotyping gets used to create new stereotypes; for example, that
women are more empathetic and people-friendly. Such stereotypes are not benign. They are deployed to set higher standards for women in some areas, such as nursing and child care, where their leadership is then downgraded and treated as ‘just what women are good at’. Another effect was also taken up in the pages of *Harvard Business Review* was the idea of a ‘mommy track’, a special, slower career track created for women with family responsibilities. Proponents argued that it was necessary to ‘face the facts’: that women are the child bearers and in large part, child rearers. Rather than expect all leaders to travel the same career path, organisations should make alternative tracks available to women with family responsibilities.

**Do women lead differently or are they just perceived differently?**

The suggestion that women – as a group – exhibit different but equally valuable ‘feminine’ styles of leadership continues to be controversial. Research confirms that whether women lead differently depends. It depends on which population of women is sampled but also on who is doing the research and how and what they are measuring.

Managerial-oriented research finds little difference between the measured capabilities of men and women leaders in mainstream organisations. Women learn quickly to adapt their styles and are as effective in key competencies. As described above, research also shows women to be higher on some transformational leadership behaviours. These findings persist in organisations where there are large numbers, or a ‘critical mass’, of women in middle management roles but where power remains centralised in a small number of male hands. In these circumstances, women largely conform to male models of leadership and do so effectively.

In contrast, the small amount of research into women’s organisations suggests that where women are freer to create their own organisational and leadership culture, they will often do so differently. In these cases, women’s leadership will be generally be more collaborative and less hierarchical, power will be more devolved and structures more participative and there will be greater interest in the whole person.

Long-time scholar of women’s leadership, Alice Eagly, notes the tensions and contradictions in much of the popular research on women leaders. They are identified as having a ‘female advantage’: showing up as consistently demonstrating qualities of transformational leadership such as ‘individualised consideration’, ‘inspirational motivation’ and ‘intellectual stimulation’. 
However, women leaders are simultaneously disadvantaged by stereotypes of leadership that generally resemble stereotypes of men; that is, agentic, confident, aggressive and self-determined. Eagly concludes: ‘men can seem usual or natural in most leadership roles … people more easily credit men with leadership ability and more readily accept them as leaders’. She notes that though prejudices against women leaders have dropped significantly since the 1970s and 1980s, there is contemporary evidence of plateauing or even reversal of this trend, especially in traditionally masculine fields.

In my own research focusing on bodies in leadership, I have argued that there is consistent evidence that women continue to be judged as inferior leaders according to masculine bodily norms; for example, they are judged as sexualised or disruptive bodies (through maternity and emotionality) which pose threats to command and efficiency. Women’s identities, gender and bodies are tied together and attributed meanings in the public psyche that are often antithetical to leadership. In contrast to men, women are routinely photographed with more of their bodies and skin on show and in ways that invite public commentary and evaluation, as media coverage of Australia’s current prime minister, Julia Gillard, shows. Gillard has been rendered less leader-like through public commentary of her hips, hair roots and wrinkles. Women are also judged against stereotypes of all women. For example, Gillard’s decision not to have children was interpreted as evidence ‘she doesn’t have much love in her’. In another example, during her presidential campaign Hilary Clinton was stalked by a critic who yelled ‘iron my shirt!’ throughout her speeches. ‘Reducing’ women leaders to their bodies and to gendered roles is a time-honoured way for followers to cope with anxieties about women with power.

Broadly, then, research confirms that women are not psychologically or physically handicapped for leadership, but rather face a barrage of gendered assumptions and stereotypes about their fitness for leadership which get translated into discriminatory norms and organisational practices in areas such as recruitment and promotion. Despite the confident prediction and assertion by some that such practices have disappeared, the evidence is that they continue to be powerfully in play, especially in leadership where decisions about ‘fitness’ and ‘fit’ are based on the ‘judgement’ of insiders. An example in the Australian context is the number of women on corporate boards. It has not been until recent reforms requiring companies to be more transparent about board recruitment and director selection processes, that the proportion of directors who are women has increased from a low of around 8 per cent, to being 26 per cent of all new board appointments in 2011.
In the chronology above, we can identify three broad approaches to women in leadership. The first basically accepts the task is for women to perform against pre-existing criteria of leadership, an approach sometimes described as the ‘add women and stir’ remedy. This approach underpins a lot of contemporary leadership development and ‘talent management’ approaches, for example the mentoring programs currently being undertaken by the Australian Institute of Company Directors in a bid to increase the number of non-executive company directors who are women. In this approach, leadership is treated as a good that all people should strive towards and is not subject to any critique.

The second approach is to seek to change, or expand the criteria of leadership to include qualities that women often have an interest in mobilising in leadership. There is a very substantial body of scholarship by feminist writers and others who show, for example, the centrality of relational practices, of an ethic of care and nurturance, of more lateral and decentralised structures in ‘women’s ways of organizing’. However, the very real risk with this approach is that ‘women’s ways of leading’ get ‘essentialised’ – that all women will be expected to deliver this, and only this, approach. Further, women’s ways of leading then gets simplified and stereotyped as a kind of second-order leadership.

The third approach, which is the one I argue for in this chapter, is to accompany any discussion about women and leadership with a more searching critique of power and leadership, including the mechanisms by which elites perpetuate centralisation of power often in gendered forms. It is to these ideas that I now turn.

**Women re-making leadership**

As I hope will now be clear, women have and are re-making leadership in two interrelated ways – in their practices of organising and through their accounts and theorisations of women’s participation and contributions to public life. The Women and Leadership conference at which this material was initially presented provided many examples of women who have taken power, supported other women and provided new ways forward, as well as scholars bringing new understanding and applying new lenses to those processes and achievements. In the following section, I describe and summarise findings from these two areas: first, women’s practices in organising and leadership; second, how women’s scholarship has contributed to reconceptualisations of what leadership is.
First and importantly, almost all women’s leadership often involves working within, around and underneath institutional, cultural and societal contexts that may be authoritarian, oppressive and hierarchical, gendered and racist. These contexts in which women work, inevitably constrain and shape the way individual women ‘do’ leadership. For example, and as demonstrated by many of the women described at the Women and Leadership conference and in this collection, leadership is often provided from a position of being ‘outsiders’, denied access to networks of privilege and power. This outsider status frequently requires, and bestows, a discernible courage, a familiarity with ‘not belonging’ and a willingness to be non-conforming. Women leaders often have less to lose in ‘going it alone’.

So what might be some emphases in women’s leading in the context of wider patriarchal organising? There has been extensive discussion about principles of feminist organising, particularly in international development and transnational networks, among postcolonial scholars, feminist, Indigenous and other women’s groups. The following are common (not universal) features in both the way women lead and what they are often leading for, but writers in this area recognise the traps of universalising, essentialising and being over-idealistic:

1. Recognition that power structures and institutions are gendered in both overt and more deeply embedded and enduring ways. Women are routinely left out of formal positions of authority and their experiences systematically neglected. However, ‘adding women and stirring’ will not necessarily provide an enduring solution. What follows from this recognition is an interest in how leadership is exercised from below and within, as well as against, appointed leadership: how strategies of resistance often provide leadership. This view is often underpinned by critiques of capitalism that privilege economic values and notions of growth as measures of successful society.

2. An acknowledgement of diversity in women’s experiences and voices. Following second wave feminism and a powerful critique of many white women’s tendency to act as if they spoke for all women, there is now wide recognition of how important it is to avoid universalising and essentialising women.

3. A rejection of what is seen to be individualistic, heroic, out-front notions of leadership in favour of more distributed, shared and context-determined leadership exemplified in processes of consultation, devolved decision-making, development and empowerment of other
women. Yet there is an acknowledgment that we still need brave thinkers and activists who are prepared to step forward and say things that others fear cannot be said.

4. Promotion and integration into leadership and organisations of what are understood as feminine or women’s values and ethics, such as putting a value on care and nurturance, especially of the weak, of maternal strength and resilience and of community and relationships.

5. An emphasis on practice and on routinely reflecting on and interrogating practices. Here, there is no ‘one right way’ but generally a commitment to negotiated and devolved practices with all the complexity they bring.

One more substantial source of examples of women leading is in educational leadership in schools and universities where women have been at the forefront of upholding pedagogical values in the context of corporatised education. Blackmore and Sachs document women educational leaders’ experience as one of living in contradictions; for example, between performing to new stakeholders versus focusing on substantive educational and ethical issues: ‘doing well’ versus ‘doing good’. Drawing on research such as this and on my own work, I suggest the following additional features. Again this is not a characterisation of women’s leadership, but a way to underline that the contexts from which women work often elicit a way of going about leadership:

A mix of strongly held and original ideas and convictions with an understanding that leadership needs to be ‘co-produced’, that is, leadership can’t be done alone. These two approaches often sit in tension.

A refusal to ‘dumb down’ – a belief and trust that people will be able to engage with difficult ideas and contradictory impulses, and an expectation they will be able to meet a high standard.

An interest in using power and influence to give voice to the interests of those who are less powerful. Leadership is not treated as an end in itself but a means to clearly articulated social and political purposes.

Less bothered by being liked. In my research, it is men who often have difficulty in corporate settings ‘speaking truth to power’. Evidence from cases of corporate wrong-doing and ethical failure confirm that in homogeneous decision-making groups, men often display high levels of ‘concurrence-seeking’, behaviour based on an unwillingness to
challenge a dominant view, or ask questions which may make them ‘look stupid’. My own hypothesis is that women, who have had lots of experience of being excluded from the dominant group, have less to lose in speaking out against the majority. Further though, research in areas such as corporate governance confirms that one protection against ethical failures is to ensure there is diversity in decision-making groups because outsiders are more likely to ‘blow the whistle’ or at least ask important questions.

Re-making leadership through scholarship

Turning to the second area of women’s contribution to re-making leadership, gender and feminist scholars have had a long but often neglected history of deconstructing administrative life from the late 1970s and throughout the period of leadership’s ascendancy. A central part of their contribution was to shift the focus from women as the ‘other’ who needed to ‘learn the ropes’ of leadership, to documenting how organisations and leadership were set up to maintain a gender order where masculinities were privileged. Administrative logic, and ‘merit-based’ principles and practices are not neutral but designed, in the words of Australian scholar Clare Burton, to ‘mobilize masculine bias’. Burton and others have thus argued that our focus should shift from individual women and their experiences in organisations and as managers to the structures in which they are located. While some authors have been interested in organisations created along feminist lines, others, such as Kathy Ferguson and Joan Acker, have been at the forefront of a critique of the patriarchal logic of organisation and bureaucracy itself. In her *The Feminist Case Against Bureaucracy*, Ferguson notes the power of supposedly neutral ‘bureaucratic discourse’ to ‘manipulate, twist, and damage human possibility' in pursuit of capitalist goals. Similarly, Aker seeks to develop a theory which will explain the ‘extraordinary persistence … of the subordination of women’, further arguing that gender assumptions that devalue women are deeply embedded in organisational processes, language and metaphors.

While there is not space here to provide a complete review, I want to show that women scholars and practitioners have been at the leading edge of critical thinking on leadership. I identify five key and interrelated areas: understanding the nature of leadership; putting analyses of power into leadership; a focus on the spaces between leaders and followers; an interest in the physicality, aesthetic and sensuous dimensions of leadership, and a very different approach to learning about and researching leadership.
As discussed at the start of this chapter, defining leadership is no simple matter. Many women and critical scholars have helped us see that leadership is not ‘great deeds by great men’ but a relational, negotiated and intersubjective phenomena between people. Feminist scholars have been central in exploring the role of discourse in mediating leadership. Leadership is not simply the way someone does a job or activity but, rather, a series of ways of talking and understanding that are prefigured by relations of power and knowledge. Accordingly from this perspective, leadership is already a discursively produced, privileged ideology which casts some performances as leadership and others, such as what women do, as something less than leadership. Drawing on a discourse perspective changes our understanding of leadership as a predetermined power/language position made available only to designated individuals.

Related to this, women scholars have always been centrally interested in the relationship between leadership and power. Power has been neglected in most leadership texts, which often take the view that formal power is an unproblematic accompaniment of leadership. Because of their general lack of power, women have often been more attuned to its use and effects, as well as open to theorising alternatives. How does leadership get used to centralise and entrench power in an elite, or how is leadership sometimes used to unmask power and reduce oppression? Further, how is power played out in more micro, intimate relationships and how do we exercise leadership in ways that minimise dominance and oppression?

Feminists and postcolonial scholars have offered powerful critiques of leadership, of the dominance of elites and institutions such as the World Bank. A common thread is the focus on the discourses of colonialism, development and postcolonialism. Mohanty, for example, argues that genuine decolonisation that allows for the recovery of authentic indigenous values and culture, is hindered by the embedded 'archive' of Western 'knowledge and systems, rules and values'. She says that 'privilege nurtures blindness'. Feminist standpoint theory has advanced the idea that the perspectives of the marginalised and disempowered are a source of leadership. As Sandra Harding has also argued, standpoint research seeks to 'study up', by revealing 'principles and practices of dominant institutions' that can only be understood from the perspective of those 'governed' by them.

Women scholars and leaders have also shown that leadership is often done in resistance and refusal from the bottom or the margins of society, rather than from formal positions at the top. Australian Indigenous scholars have
increasingly documented the ways Indigenous women have enacted leadership in the face of the deliberate dehumanising sexism and racism that accompanied colonisation and which continues. Pat Dudgeon, for example, argues that the women she has researched, including her grandmother (Martha) and great grandmother (Lillian), demonstrated great leadership in their resistance, in their humour and in their pride and confidence as women. Though the historical records show Aboriginal women were treated as chattels, incubators and prostitutes, these women continued to stand up and push back, to assert their value as women.

It has only been in the last decade or so that the physical and aesthetic dimensions of leadership have been exposed as important. The ideal organisation had always been portrayed as a rational, hierarchical one from which the ‘disruptive’ forces of sex and bodies had been eradicated. Accordingly and astoundingly, leadership has usually been portrayed by scholars as a domain where sexuality is, or should be, removed.

It has often been women theorists and researchers who have dug beneath these myths to draw attention to the performance of gendered sexual identities and how these are threaded through understandings of organisation and leadership. Feminists have been at the forefront of the critique of enlightenment dualisms of mind versus body, reason versus instinct. They challenge the idea of leadership as a cerebral, gender-neutral achievement.

Part of this work has also been to provide another set of explanations for the failure of organisations and leadership to be genuinely open to women. From the work of feminists and commentators like Anne Summers, we see that women, historically and now, are defined and subordinated by their female embodiment. The persistence of discrimination hints at deeper causes than the rational, logical ones. Enduring and powerful archetypes of maternal figures are activated when women have power. These archetypes include the omnipotent, controlling mother, and the seductress intent on distracting men from noble purpose.

Finally, in learning about and studying leadership, the dominant paradigm is a social psychological one that I have characterised as: ‘Track down the truth about leadership and train in it.’ With a relentlessly positivist and instrumental intent, leadership research rarely asks questions such as ‘leadership for what?’ or ‘who gains and who suffers from this leadership?’
Women researchers have often been leaders in critiques of dominant positivist ways of knowing and researching. They have shown us new and powerful ways of exploring leadership phenomena through narratives, oral history and story telling, observation and participant observation. Many of the chapters in this book provide examples of how such methods deliver important new insights and understandings about leadership.

While the contribution of the research mentioned here is much wider than leadership, it shows us the ways in which conceptualisations and assumptions underpinning leadership are skewed toward male experience and blind toward certain dimensions of leadership such as power and bodies. The importance and value of scholarly processes of deconstruction, critique and remaking cannot be understated. It provides the foundation for problematising assumptions about leadership and the distortions they produce – in the media, in scholarship and in education.

**Conclusion**

In this chapter I join other researchers in arguing that, despite welcome attention to women and leadership, it is important to be wary of unproblematised analyses. The idea that we should simply ‘add women’ to leadership-as-usual – then ‘stir’– remains enormously appealing to many. Many contemporary leadership studies which purport to be about gender focus on women, treating ‘the problem’ of gender as one which only women have and which women must ‘fix’. Other common approaches, such as ‘body counts’ of women leaders, fail to materially grapple with significant issues that would improve the quality of leadership, not just give women more opportunity. In contrast, I have argued we need to keep our gaze firmly trained on the gendered societal and power structures that shape the very discourse of leadership. I have shown how feminist and women’s research is informing this bigger project: not just adding women in, but transforming conceptions of what good leadership is.
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